At around 2:00 pm on July 6th, 2020, the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) issued immigration guidance [1] on in-person and on-line study for fall 2020.

OISS is deeply disturbed by this guidance and how it may impact the lives, studies and wellbeing of our international community. Previously, as many of you know the agency issued exemptions of certain F-1 regulations for the spring and summer of 2020. This new guidance would affect both new and continuing F-1 students during fall 2020 only. Interpreting the guidance and how it applies to each program at Yale requires detailed analysis. In coordination with our national associations and peer schools, OISS is aggressively exploring all options to allow international student enrollment either in-person or on-line. Along with University leadership, OISS is focused on providing timely and accurate information as soon as possible. Please stay tuned.
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